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$2

An extra
OFF
each Black Belt
Recorder Book
One & Two!
(2 weeks only - see
page 4)

Website: www.ijamed.com includes LIVE CHAT

Every day.

California 3pm - 8am, Texas 5pm - 10am, New York 6pm - 11 am - due to
Australian time difference.

Email: admin@ijamed.com

Recorder
Recorder

Australia’s most popular recorder
method. Easy to teach!
The journey from White Belt to Black Belt
is easy and fun with these three levels!

See pages the page ahead for more details and prices!

Black Belt Teacher’s Black Belt Inter- Black Belt
active Intro Pack Interactive Class
Triple CD Pack
$29
Pack
Each CD contains full
3 AUDIO CDs

INTERACTIVE DVD, STUDENT BKS 1 & 2 &
CDS, & TEACHER’S TRIPLE

length slow versions
and performance
backings of each song
in the student’s book.
These CDs compliment
and are accessable
through the Interactive
program. If you do
not wish to use the
Interactive program,
purchase the Teacher’s
book & CD on pages
13, 14 and 15.
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CD PACK

$179 Wow!
___

(With 5 Computer Version $336)

INTERACTIVE DVD, 15 STDT

$299 Wow!
___

BOOKS & CDS, & TCHR TRIPLE CD PACK

x15

Black Belt

Black Belt Recorder Teacher Interactive 2.0
READY TO TRY!

Recorder

2.0

is HERE!

$129
VERSION FOR 5 DEVICES/COMPUTERS $269
VERSION FOR 10 DEVICES/COMPUTERS $369
SINGLE DEVICE/COMPUTER VERSION

Blackline
includes
Interactive
activities for
Smartboard

BBR has come to SongTorch
making is 10 times more
powerful! Still under
construction but amazing to
use. Free for 1.0 owners.

Be amazed by:
NEW * Students get their own lite version of each belt level to complete
activities and test on their own device/computer (register your students - see
‘My Teacher/Students’ in your account on the IJAM website or ask us for help).
NEW * Track the progress of all your students anywhere in the world.
NEW * Works on all computers and devices. And no more changing CDs.
* All 9 belt levels.
* Super slow versions of the songs that actually scroll across the
page while showing the fingering and the glowing notes.
* 43 interactive note interval exercises with variable speed.
* 20 level interactive music game.
* Draw moving recorder characters and notes.
* Graduate with a humorous animated Recorder Man hosting
It has to be
the entire belt graduation ceremony.
* Interactive testing of students with results recorded automatically.
*80 printable blackline worksheets.

Students can
go bookless:

Discounts for
bulk Mobile
orders

Schools and students can now go
bookless on their iPads!!!

seen to be believed!

Bulk Mobile Discount:
5 + $5.49 each
20 + $4.99 each
50 + $4.49 each

iPad/iPhone/iPod only. (Not suitable for teachers - not projectable) Includes super slow,
slow and fast versions and test with all music, and all deluxe and standard features.
Apps can be allocated to students and then re-allocated to others.

Ready
NOW!
White Mobile

Yellow Mobile

Orange Mobile

Green Mobile

$5.99

$5.99

$5.99

$5.99
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Recorder

R

Voted the
best recorder
method!

Black Belt Recorder
Student Book 1

BOOK, BELTS & CD

___

$12.95

$10.95*

Your students will learn with enthusiasm and faster
than ever before. As it isn’t photocopiable, it is sold at
a cheap price, in full colour and with a CD. It also has
the first three belts included for the children to tie around
their recorder helping to make this learning method
a lot of fun! It also includes Tunetoon cartoons.
Book One: Covers B, A, G, C & D. This is in the order
most teachers prefer. It also teaches correct finger
posture, breath control, semibreves, minims, crotchets,
quavers, rests, repeats, 4/4, 2/4, 3/4 and more. Book
one contains a CD, white, yellow and orange belts.
The book also includes the bonus song
“The Lion Sleeps Tonight”.

Student Book
____
One & CD $12.95 $10.95*
____
5 or more $12.45 each $10.45*
____
20 or more $11.95 each $9.95*
____
50 or more $11.45 each $9.45*
____
100 or more $10.95 each $8.95*
* The $1 special is for 2 weeks only and
only via ijamed.com and admin@ijamed.
com. USA customers only.
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each Black Belt
Recorder Book One
& Two!
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$2

An extra
OFF
each Black Belt
Recorder Book One
& Two!
(2 weeks only - and only
from ijamed.com)

Black Belt Recorder
Student Book 2

BOOK, BELTS & CD

___

$12.95

$10.95*

Your students will learn with enthusiasm and faster
than ever before. As it isn’t photocopiable, it is sold
at a cheap price, in full colour and with a CD. It also
has the next three belts included to tie around their
recorder helping to make this learning method a lot of
fun! It also includes Tunetoon cartoons.
Book Two: Covers Low E, Low D, F# and F. This is in
the order most teachers prefer. It also teaches correct
finger posture, breath control, upbeats, rounds, D.C.,
fine, ties, slurs, D pentatonic scale and improvisation.
Book Two contains a CD, green, blue and purple
belts.
This book features these songs:
Toffee Apple (Peter Combe), It’s A Small World
(Disney), Achy Breaky Heart, Supercalifragilistic,
Rivers of Babylon (Bony M), Mamma Mia (ABBA)
and many more.

Student Book
____
Two & CD $12.95
____
5 or more $12.45 each
____
20 or more $11.95 each
____
50 or more $11.45 each
____
100 or more $10.95 each

$10.95*
$10.45*
$9.95*
$9.45*
$8.95*

* The $1 special is for 2 weeks only and
only via ijamed.com and admin@ijamed.
com. USA customers only.

Songs
children
LOVE!
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Black Belt Recorder
Student Book 3

BOOK, BETLS & CD

$12.95

This is the book that every child wants. It allows them to
reach the black belt level and play the most well known
songs. In full colour and with a CD, it includes the next
three belts to tie around their recorder helping to make
learning a wonderful experience!
It also includes Tunetoon cartoons.
Book Three Covers: Low C and Bb, correct finger posture,
articulation, cut common, accedentals, naturals, 6/8 times,
three part songs, C pentatonic scale and improvisation.
Book Three contains a CD, red, brown and black belts.
This book features these songs:
Wooden Heart (Elvis), How Much is That
Doggie in the Window, Down on the Corner (Creedance),
Auld Lang Syne, Bob the Builder, Wash Your Face in
Orange Juice (Peter Combe), Chim Chim Cher-ee
(Mary Poppins), Yellow Submarine
(Beatles), Barbara Ann (Beach Boys)
and many more.

Become a
black belt
MASTER!
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Student Book
Three & CD $12.95
5 or more $12.45 each
20 or more $11.95 each
50 or more $11.45 each
100 or more $10.95 each

Black Belt Recorder Parts Vol.1 - Christmas
MULTIMEDIA BOOK

$69

ALL

BIG BOOK & CD

$69

$109

Imagine playing recorder songs with a part for everyone in the
school! The sound is amazing and the songs are fun filled!
Includes:
* Five popular Christmas songs - Christmas Don’t Be Late, Up On the
House Top, Silver Bells, Ding Dong! Merrily on High,
O Come All Ye Faithful, We Wish You a Merry Christmas
* Unique double A3 sized recorder melody
* Slow, Fast and backing versions
* Full demo recordings of descant ensemble and recorder band parts
* Interactive White Board SongTorch versions available.

The Multimedia Book combines and compliments the items above in a multimedia
form for PC, MAC, iPad/iPhone/iPod, Android, data projector and interactive whiteboard.

Multimedia Book

Notable Classics for Recorder Volume 1

BIG BOOK & CD

$69

Imagine playing recorder with a full symphony orchestra!
You won’t believe the results! Includes:
* Four classic tunes - La donna e mobile by Verdi,
A Little Night Music by Mozart,
Dance of the Hours by Ponchielli,
Ode to Joy by Beethoven
* Unique double A3 sized recorder melody
* Live recording of the full movement of
Ludwig
van Beetho
each piece by a live symphony orchestra
ven
* Vocal and backing versions
* Full demo recordings of descant
ensemble and recorder band parts
*A3 sized posters of each of the 4
Ponchielli
Amilcare
great composers.
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Drew E. Burns

CREATE INTERACTIVE
RESOURCES EASILY &
FOR FREE
Scrolling songs, drag and drop learning activities and more!
INTRODUCTION
Interactive whiteboards, data
projectors and iPads are now
appearing in so many music
rooms. You don’t have them?
Get onto financial powers in
your school. But don’t despair.
All the fantastic interactive
music programs work well
on the desktop computer you
might already have in your music
room. Now, what’s in it for you?
Here are a just a few things:
SCROLLING MUSIC
AUDIO AND LYRICS
Can you imagine having lyrics
displayed in time to your
music with only a few minutes
preparation? Displaying and
playing songs for assembly
areas, classrooms and even
choir practice. No more need
to have children holding a book.
They can look at the conductor
and over their shoulder to
the projection or whiteboard.

SongTorch Audio & Lyrics Creator
- Lessons on YouTube
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Imagine sending your efforts
to your students or to your
other devices via a cloud.

All this software
is now free!

SCROLLING MUSIC
AUDIO AND NOTATION

are like railway tracks and time
points are the time you’d like to
arrive at each point in the music.
With a little experimenting
you can get fast at laying
down the tracks quickly and
accurately. I offer a lot of tips
on YouTube to save you time.

Can you imagine having notes
and lyrics big enough for your
whole class to read zooming by
on the screen in time to a vocal
or backing version of a song?

It’s here and now you
can create your
own for free!

You start by creating an image of
each page of your notation and
lyrics on notation software such
as Finale or Sybelius. Or better
yet go to www.musescore.org
for free software. For assistance
on creating the notation check
out the help videos or contact
me for templates to use in
these
software
programs.
After the notation and lyrics
are created most of the hard
work is done. Next you load the
audio and the notation pages
into the SongTorch Audio &
Notation Creator. You then
teach creator quickly and easiler
when each line is performed.
This is done by simply droping
times lines and time points on
to your notation. Time lines

SongTorch Audio & Notation Creator
-Adding time points

CREATING ALMOST
LIMITLESS INTERACTIVE
ACTIVITY BOOKS FOR PC,
MAC AND IPAD
Creating your own fully
interactive multimedia books is
incredably easy with SongTorch
Multimedia Book Creator.
Start by simply adding text,
pictures and links to your
created or purchased scrolling
songs. Follow the YouTube
videos for these basic skills
and then go onto more
advanced interactive features.
For help anytime contact me
on
drew@ijam.com.au.
Download the free lastest
version of SongTorch from
www.songtorch.com. Enjoy!

Special CDs
Special CDs
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Musical Bingo Super Edition

CD & Materials

$39
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AS learning game that has been designed and tested by teachers and music specialists. It can be
played in a simple or complicated fashion, to match the level of each group. The CD is used to run each
of the three games. It includes 24 recorded instruments, songs, and commentary for all the elements of
the game. Once your students feel confident with all three parts of the game, they can play all at once;
this is called ‘Super Musical Bingo’.
Includes: * Teacher’s card * 30 Game cards, with 3 games on each
* Game CD (Counters are not included)

Orchestra Bingo Super Edition

CD & Materials

$39

Includes two learning games for teachers and music specialists. It can be
played one game at a time to keep it simple, or both games together to make it
challenging for older students. The CD is used to run each of the two games on
normal CD player or also in a computer. It includes 20 recorded instruments
(from a piccolo to a bass) and commentary for 20 quiz questions.
Includes: * Teacher’s booklet * 30 Game cards, used for both games
* Game CD (with bonus computer program) (Counters are not included)

Percussion Bingo $39
Super Edition
CD & Materials

Tuned, untuned percussion and sound effects all in full color fun! A learning game for
teachers and music specialists. It can be played in a simple or complicated fashion, to
match the level of each group. The CD is used to run each of the two games on a normal
CD player or also in a computer. It includes 40 recorded instruments and commentary. Once
your students feel confident with both parts of the game, they can play both at once; this is
called ‘Super Percussion Bingo’.
Includes: * Teacher’s booklet * 30 Game cards, with 2 games on each
* Game CD (with bonus computer program) (Counters are not included)

TRIPLE BINGO PACK $99 (15% OFF INDIVIDUAL PRICES)
Includes: All 3 above

Move To Music
12 LESSONS ON 2 CDS

$39

Children love to follow the instructions and music
on these 12 prepared lessons. Each lasts 10
minutes and develops skills in music, drama
and movement while leaving the teacher free to
observe and make anecdotal records. This two CD
pack may be included with the mixed pack and
counted as only one CD. All details required for
each lesson are included.
Ages 5-8.
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Worksheet Resources
Worksheet Resources

Jam Music Worksheets
ALL-IN-ONE KIT

$89

JMW Blackline Copy Books
This is the most popular book
of curriculum based music
worksheets in Australia. All new
worksheets to enhance your
music program. Save yourself
100s of hours and prevent those
grey hairs. Available in Junior,
Middle and Upper primary
school books. Includes sheet
music, curriculum links and a
companion CD is also available.

JRF & JMW Duo Pack $178 now $159
(both)
JMWJRF Uni 33 JMWU:Layout 1 31/07/2010 3:45 PM Page 2






 







 

 






 








Jam Rhythm Fun
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ALL-IN-ONE KIT



$89
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JRF Flash Cards and Worksheets
This curriculum linked
developmental rhythm program
builds the skills of your students
from simple beat activities to
compound rhythm games and more.
All new rhythm activities, flash
cards and worksheets to enhance
your music program. Save yourself
100s of hours and prevent those
grey hairs. This rhythm program
includes Junior, Middle and Upper
primary school section linked to
your curriculum, notation, and a
companion CD.

Percussion
Percussion

Notable Classics Percussion Volume 1
MULTIMEDIA BOOK

Ages: 5
5 to
to 12
12
Ages:

$69

ALL

BIG BOOK & CD

$79

$99

Children read and perform these wonderful tunes
from the classical and romantic eras on their untuned
percussion instruments. A fun hands on introduction
to music appreciation
Includes: * Four classic tunes - Dance of the Sugar-Plum
Fairy by Tchaikovsky, In the Hall of the Mountain King by
Grieg, Spring by Vivaldi and Molto Allegro by Mozart
* Activities and photocopiable worksheets for Junior,
Middle and Upper primary
* Unique double A3 sized class scores
* Live recording of the full movement of each piece by a
live symphony orchestra
* Vocal and backing versions
* Full demo recordings of the percussion parts
*A3 sized posters of each of the classic composers
The Multimedia Book combines and compliments the
items above in a multimedia form for PC, MAC, iPad, data
projector and SmartBoards.

Multimedia
Book
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Do-It-Yourself Instruments
BOOK & CD

$24.90

Make 5 instruments from easy obtained or
recycleable materials. Includes:
Step by step instructions with photos to
make a Rainstick, Bucket Bass, Bottle Banjo,
Crotchets
Tin Drums and Clay Pot Bells; Playing
w
instructions; History and origin of each
h q e
w
h h e instrument, activities and worksheets; Music
for 7 songs; CD contains vocal and backing
w
q
e q w
versions. FOR ALL AGES

Circle the Crotchets:

q

h

h

How many did you find?

Junior Musicianship Course R20E

©2008 The Fun Music Company

45
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Stickers
Stickers

TuneToons
These stickers are funny and very popular with all primary school children.
They make great rewards.

Metallic Recorder Stickers Total of 72 $4.45
This sticker pack contains 72 stickers with 24 different designs and
6 different Tunetoon cartoons on bright metallic silver.

Gold Music Stickers

Total of 72

$4.45

This sticker pack contains 72 stickers with 24 different designs and
6 different Tunetoon cartoons on bright metallic gold.

Metallic Music Stickers Total of 72 $4.45
This sticker pack contains 72 stickers with 24 different designs and
6 different Tunetoon cartoons on bright metallic silver.

Tunetoon Junior Stickers Total of 96 $4.45
This sticker pack contains 96 stickers with 24 different designs and
6 different Tunetoon cartoons aimed at junior primary students.

Tunetoon Middle Stickers Total of 96 $4.45
This sticker pack contains 96 stickers with 24 different designs and
6 different Tunetoon cartoons aimed at middle primary students.

LET THE
PARENT KNOW
MUSIC IS
IMPORTANT

Sticker Variety Pack of all 5 above $22.25

Now

$19

IJAM Music Pty Ltd E-mail: admin@ijamed.com Website: www.ijamed.com
Delivery: $4.99
C/- Debbie Sykes - RR Donnelley Houston
1645 W. Sam Houston Parkway N., Houston, TX 77043
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We reserve the right to change prices at any time due to wholesale price fluctuations or print errors.
Overnight delivery is the name of the service used to schools, it may take longer in some areas. Subject to availability of stock.

